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HEALTH, SAFETY, AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
(HSE) AND PROFITS GAINED THROUGH AUTOMATION
By: Glen Mann, Regional Sales Manager, Eastern US, Oleum Tech
As producers seek to attract investment in lean times, the use of automation
continues to enjoy spectacular growth to deliver needed results. Modern drilling
techniques have generated tremendous growth in unlocking energy reserves.
Production fields are enjoying similar growth as the drilling slows down. Many
producers have migrated to monitoring critical process parameters on location to
optimize performance.
Examples of these parameters include:
Level, flow, pressure, temperature, the state of a switch or valve. Let’s expand these
from a list to a table with application specifics and a graphic for each.
To capture these values from around the location, many operators have chosen
wireless methods to shield themselves from installation costs and the effects of
nearby lightning events, which often compromise wired systems. Heavy truck
traffic over hastily laid conduit is starting to call for rework.

To help these top-performing producers stay out in front, efforts have begun to
apply enhancements to the monitoring of several key areas.
1. Monitoring and alarming of separator and glycol heater temperature.
Sufficient separator temperature and pressure allows the operator to ensure optimal
liberation of gas from liquids. Gas has market value, but in some regions where gas
take away capacity is constrained, the gas is burned off in a flare stack or combustor
on site. Not only does the gas not reach the market where the royalty payments
to the landowners are lost, the environment is penalized. Due to several tragic
deaths from railcar explosions caused by derailments, the regulators have begun to
impose rules to ensure gas is removed from the crude oil at the source. To bring the
operators into compliance, it is now necessary to monitor and report the separator
temperature on location. To quickly and effectively address this need, operators are
deploying battery-powered, intrinsically safe sensors rated for Class I; Division 1
application. Level, pressure, temperature, and flow make up a large percentages
of the sensors. These sensors with integrated radios deliver critical data to a local
data logger (RTU) which can be retrieved by an operator on site or via SCADA and
telemetry from the location to the operator remotely.

The latest trend in this direction has evolved from serving production needs to
include Health, Safety, and the Environmental (HSE) requirements. Recent news
about emissions in the LA Times on worker deaths from benzene exposure has
scientists from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health looking
into development of alternative tank gauging procedures to protect workers from
having prolonged exposure to benzene.

While optimized production is always a key goal of an operator, HSE policies
must always be revisited to ensure profit is not placed ahead of Health, Safety, or
the Environment. The HSE needs can now leverage the installed base of wireless
networks to add vital information to ensure the operator is staying current with the
best available methods with respect to HSE.
Many operators work to exceed state and federal rules and regulations. These
operators choose to lead by example, rather than limiting investment to meet the
minimum standards directed by government. Companies that take this approach
enjoy consistently better results, which attracts higher quality employees, suppliers,
investors and the support of the affected populations near the production areas.

2. Thief hatch monitoring.
With the advent of reliable automated tank gauging systems, the need to climb
the catwalk to gauge [strap] a tank has been eliminated. Operators still have a
considerable number of thief hatches as a legacy to the days of strapping a tank.
Some operators have begun to permanently seal the thief hatch or remove them
from the tank design altogether. Signs are prominently displayed requesting all
personnel to ensure all thief hatches remain closed at all times.
Below are some major reasons a thief hatch should not be opened:
a. Many sites are designed to operate a vapor recovery circuit which relies on
the positive pressure exerted on the sealing surface of the hatch.
b. Gases emerging from the tank expose the workers to unhealthy fumes and
can render them unconscious.
c. The environmental impact of uncombusted methane or benzene (fugitive
emissions) vented by a thief hatch opening event has become a major topic of
discussion in the public. This has prompted the government to impose stiff
regulations and fines for neglecting these hatch events.
d. Allowing atmospheric oxygen to flow into a “compromised” vapor recovery
circuit will allow that oxygen to enter the compression circuit resulting in an
explosion event. A thief hatch presents a considerable opportunity for oxygen
to be induced into the vapor recovery circuit.					
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3. Ensuring flare stacks are accounted for.
If the flare stack is not burning the surplus gas, the environment is being negatively
affected. There is also an accumulation of a very large explosive cloud of gas that
may encounter an ignition source (such as a process heater with an exposed flame)
with devastating consequences. To combat these risks, operators have begun to
place temperature sensors on these flare stacks to ensure the flare is operating
correctly. Combustors are another type of system that relies on combustion for
a more complete burn of the gases. These “combustors” rely on a sophisticated
control system to ensure ignition progresses in a safe and reliable way. Often the
manufacturer will supply a standalone igniter control system associated with the
unit. The operator who with HSEs to know the status of the ignition control system
employs the wireless system to link this stranded data back to the SCADA system.
4. Monitoring access to the catwalk.
With all of the risks associated with walking up a catwalk, operators have worked
to reduce the need for an operator to ascend the stairs. Some operators have begun
to eliminate catwalks altogether. Others have placed gates across the stairs with
numerous warning signs. Despite these efforts, operators have taken the additional
step of monitoring the access to the gate with a switch connected wirelessly to an
RTU/SCADA system.
5. Blowdown valve status.
If a thief hatch must be open, many operators have placed quarter turn ball valves on
the vent stacks. Before opening a thief hatch, the operator will vent to atmosphere
until the pressure is relieved. To account for this event and to ensure the valve is
returned to the closed state, the operator will install a wireless switch on the valve.
Having all of these switches and measuring devices will continue to appeal to
the operators that choose to invest in best practices. There are several established
suppliers ready to offer these components. It quickly becomes apparent to the
operator that there are many ways to accomplish the task. The suppliers that are
focused on upstream production environments have anticipated these needs and
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incorporated additional discrete inputs to complement existing process signals
such as: level and temperature. All built on a CID1 transmitter with a long-lasting
battery. To achieve long battery life, the system is architected around the model of
the field device remaining asleep until a discrete switch event or scheduled process
variable update occurs. For customers that depend on wireless discrete Inputs to
affect an ESD trigger, the system should employ a “heartbeat” to ensure the loss of
the field device communication is noted and acted on according to the operator’s
control system policy. As margins retreat, the operators that invest in automation
will be rewarded with top performance in HSE, production gains, top employee
talent, and investor returns.
For more information contact Oleum Tech at 866.508.8586 or Sales@OleumTech.
com

